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OVERVIEW

KEY 
TAKEAWAYS 
ABOUT ME

My core strength lies in crafting compelling messages and distributing them 
consistently across every internal and external touchpoint.  I recently joined SAP 
Digital to run marketing communications. Prior to that, I ran corporate marketing 
at Intermedia (~$200M, 750 FTEs, 1.2M+ paid users, 6,000+ active partners). 

An understanding  
of relevant  

success factors

If you draw a Venn diagram of a) your audience interests,  
b) your competitive space, c) your go-to-market strategies and d) the IT 
buying cycle, you’ll find the expertise I bring right at the center.

A wide portfolio  
of integrated skills

Not too many people have experience crafting PR with an eye on 
channel marketing. Or predicting the SEO implications of product names. 
Or designing website architecture to improve cash flow.

The right  
attitude

I pride myself in creating a fun, no-drama environment for my reports 
and co-workers. I also pride myself in leading by example: I know 
our CMS as well as any front-end developer. I write copy, I can tweak 
InDesign files, I can solve CSS problems.

An unconventional  
background

I’ve worked at ad agencies in India, Singapore and on Madison Ave. 
I’ve had two books published—three, if you count the business book I 
ghost-wrote for my dad. I even played trombone in a touring rock band.

Content Marketing

250%
increase in content 

marketing effectiveness, 
as measured by quarterly 

lead engagements

Lead Generation

125%
increase in organic and 

direct leads by integrating 
SEO, content strategy, and 

website optimization

Publicity

300%
improvement in Tier 1 
PR coverage by better 

aligning product, channel 
and corporate marketing 

EXPERTISE

RESULTS

Spaces: Email-based suites • VoIP • File 
sync & share • Compliant archiving • Private/
dedicated clouds • Other B2B productivity, 

collaboration & infrastructure products

 
Activities: Core messaging • Content 

marketing • PR • Executive comms • Sales 
comms • Video •  SEM • SEO • Many other 
marcomm/corporate marketing activities

Audiences: Small businesses • Midsize 
businesses • Large enterprises • Regulated 

verticals • MSPs & VARs • Distributors

 
Strategies: Sales enablement • Moving 

up-market • Partner recruitment, activation, 
engagement • Solution selling • Moving from 

product to suite • Many others

Main website

Homepage
Products
Resellers

Resources
Buy flow

Plans/price pages
About Us

Credentialing
Differentiation section 

Suite home 
UK site

Social

Twitter
LinkedIn 
Facebook
Youtube

Other web properties

Blog
Partner Sales Portal
Direct Sales Toolbox

Costco Microsite

Intangibles

Brand
Story

Customer journey
“Intermedia 101”

Content Marketing

Content strategy
Integrated campaigns

SEO

Agencies

PR agency
SEO agency

Video production
Copywriters

Executive Comms

Corporate overview 
presentation

CEO internal comms
All-hands presentations

Videos

Corporate videos
Campaign videos

Major product demos
Case study videos
Testimonial videos

Collateral

Sales collateral
RFP template
Pricing table

Trade show assets
Digital assets

Sales email templates
Sales scripts

Customer Stories

Case studies
Testimonials

Reference customer program

Public Relations

PR strategy
Pitches

Releases
Awards
Bylines

DOMAIN OF RESPONSIBILITY
As Intermedia’s Director of Corporate Marketing, my domain of responsibility 
extended across nearly all aspects of external communications. 11 team members 
role up into me, including: 1 Content • 1 Communications • 3 Designers • 6 
Developers. My team was the largest in Intermedia’s marketing organization.

Analyst Relations
Knowledge Base
Login pages
Signup pages

Intermedia University
In-product content
Phone tree
Demand gen email

Advertising (SEM, display, 
owned properties, radio)
SEM landing pages
Nurture email
Partner sales collateral

Shared 
ownership 



Director of Marketing Communications, SAP Digital

Palo Alto, CA | July, 2016 to present—The SAP Digital business unit is simultaneously pioneering a 
new business model for SAP and speaking to an audience that SAP has never before addressed.  

Reporting directly to the Chief Digital Officer and part of SAP Digital’s leadership team, my role is 
to make SAP’s “digital native” offerings relevant to individual buyers. I manage marcomm from the 
strategic level (brand strategy, content strategy) down to the most tactical levels (web presence, SEO, 
social, content marketing, events, demand gen content, in-product messaging, and more). 

Director of Corporate Marketing, Intermedia  

Mountain View, CA | Nov, 2014 to present—With 1.2 million+ paying users, Intermedia successfully 
competes against Office 365 as one of the world’s largest providers of cloud-based IT software to 
businesses. Since 2012, I’ve helped Intermedia grow from 350 to 750 employees • From ~$75M to 
~$200M in revenue • From <500K to 1.2M+ paid users • From 10 products to 30+ • And from 40% of 
revenue coming via resellers to more than 60%. 

Reporting to the SVP of Marketing, I manage 4 direct reports and 11 people in total—the largest team 
in our marketing department—including our content, PR, design and web production teams and 
agencies. Some recent results and/or significant achievements include: 

• Integrated campaigns. I drive integrated marketing that shares strategies and assets across 
product marketing, channel marketing, demand generation, PR and other channels. As a result, we 
increased Tier 1 PR coverage from 24 hits in 2014 to 65 hits in 2015. Our most recent campaign 
drove 73% more visitors and 140% more leads than comparable campaigns from 2014. 

• Video. Directed and produced all major animated and live-action videos, including case studies, 
testimonials, kinetic type videos, and the official company video (with ~$100K budget).

• Website performance and content. Drove constant site improvement across content, design 
and functionality to improve web-form MQLs 125% YoY.  Recently oversaw complete redesign and 
content improvement of all major site sections to further improve conversions.

• Executive communications and investor presentations. I wrote speeches and presentations 
for executives including the CEO, the COO and the Executive Chairman; I led the creation and 
maintenance of the corporate roadshow presentation.

• Team success. I created three cross-functional task forces among the designers, writers and 
developers that report to me to 1) break down silos, 2) increase team member visibility, 3) help 
team members better understand the business, and 4) improve critical marketing metrics. All four 
goals have been met, including a 35% increase in leads engaged via content; a 27% increase in 
converting reseller visitors; and a 135% increase in SEM landing page conversion rates.

In addition, I still act as lead for all of the responsibilities described in my previous titles below.

Director of Content & Communications, Intermedia  

Mountain View, CA | Nov, 2013 to Oct, 2014—Oversaw all content marketing, PR and marketing 
communications activities for Intermedia. 

• PR, social and blog. Re-established Intermedia’s languishing external communications efforts. 
This included a PR agency hunt and onboarding as well as effectively restarting our blog and social 
media efforts from scratch.

EXPERIENCE

•  Messaging and positioning. Responsible for all major elements of Intermedia’s corporate and 
product-level messaging, from crafting value propositions to writing messaging guides. 

• Integrated marketing. Instilled the discipline of “integrated campaigns”, which coordinates and 
unifies all marketing functions—including PR, channel, product, demand gen & others. 

• Channel enablement. Established a “campaign-in-a-box” practice that packages all integrated 
campaigns for white-label re-use by Intermedia’s 6,000+ channel partners. 

•  Online marketing. Led content team’s role in a complete front-end and back-end site refresh.

•  Cross-functional solutions. Represented Marketing on Intermedia’s “Worry-Free Steering 
Committee”, which drove customer service improvements from a cross-functional standpoint.

Content Lead, Intermedia  

Mountain View, CA | May, 2012 to Oct, 2013—Created Intermedia’s content marketing program 
and established myself as the lead for all of the company’s marketing communications.  

• Built web and marcomm assets to support multiple new core product launches.

• Oversaw web and sales collateral improvements integral to helping Intermedia transform from a 
single-product company into a multi-product company.

• Established a system to consolidate marketing and sales asset repositories to eliminate redundant 
work and improve tracking of content effectiveness.

• Led the content/marcomm ingestion and message repositioning for two company acquisitions.

Corporate Marketing Consultant  

Denver | June, 2011 to May, 2012—Consulted with ad agencies and tech companies, including 
brands like VMware, Google, Brocade, Avaya, TD Ameritrade, Ciber, and more.

Director of Marketing, Backroom Management Denver | 2010–2011

Senior Copywriter, Blue Singapore Singapore | 2009–2010

Creative Group Lead for Copy, Wunderman India   Delhi | 2007–2009

Senior Copywriter, Wunderman New York   NYC | 2004–2007

Copywriter/Senior Copywriter, Dirty Water   NYC | 2001–2002

Junior Copywriter, Digital Pulp   NYC | 2000–2001

Interactive Production Artist, Kirshenbaum Bond   NYC | 1999–2000

EXPERIENCE
(continued)

OTHER  
WORK

EDUCATION

RECOGNITION

I am the author of two published books. My latest, Delirious Delhi, was published in 2013 by Arcade 
Publishing and HarperCollins India. I’ve had articles printed in The New York Times and many others. 

Syracuse University: Bachelor of Science, May 1999
Major: Advertising (copywriting)     Minor: Economics
Recipient of Newhouse Scholar award; 1999 graduating class’s Advertising Student of the Year

Intermedia named to Kapost’s 2015 Top 50 B2B Marketing Brands • Personally featured in a PR 
Newswire case study about Intermedia’s integrated approach to content marketing • Insider Risk 
campaign video won Platinum AVA Digital and Platinum Hermes Creative awards(continued)
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Form fills via content marketing

250% increase since 13Q3

Resource center redesign #1

2013 Mobile Trends Report

Exchange 2003 campaign

Cloud sprawl campaign

CONTENT MARKETING
Highlights include: Created Intermedia’s content marketing program • Led the 
concepting, creation and execution of most integrated campaigns • Relentlessly 
improved our creation velocity AND distribution velocity, even as distribution 
channels multiplied • Improved Resource Center and other web properties to 
support content marketing effectiveness.

Content 
marketing 
for channel 
partners

I pioneered Intermedia’s campaign-
in-a-box program to enable channel 
partners without marketing expertise 
to leverage white-labeled versions 
of our content marketing assets. In 
three months, our channel marketing 
automation platform has served 
500,000+ emails and generated more 
than 600 leads for partners, all using 
assets created by my team.

Identity and access 
management campaign

Ransomware campaign 
( just launched, still in market)

Phone savings campaign

Riskiest Users campaign

Resource Center 
redesign #2

Resource Center 
redesign #3



CONTENT MARKETING FOR LEAD GEN
As an example of how I integrate the various marketing disciplines, I drove this 
campaign as a blend of product marketing, content marketing, PR and demand 
gen. (Channel marketing is behind-the-scenes: every campaign element is being 
white-labeled for partners.) I am even responsible for identifying the product 
capabilities that enabled our product to protect against ransomware.

Web page (campaign home)
Survey &  
research report

Sales scripts for 
each channel

Product datasheets Press release & 
pitches

Case studies & testimonials

Demand gen (emails, 
banners, etc)

Webinars

Videos x7

400+ webinar registrants
25 Tier 1 press hits
2,500+ pageviews
25+ MQLs

25% email open rate
8% email click-through rate
1,000+ video views

Very early  
success metrics

Through-channel marketing, 
vertical marketing, paid 
demand gen, etc., coming soon

VIDEO

WEB REPORT

INFOGRAPHIC

WEBINAR

PRESS COVERAGE

SEM ADS

DEMAND GEN EMAIL

PR PITCH

CAMPAIGN-IN-A-BOX

CORE ASSETS: ebook +  
best practices checklist

BLOG

SALES

Diagram of the “integrated” 
approach to content marketing
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PLUS: All assets 
passed to partners 
in white-labeled 
“campaign-in-a-box”, 
along with usage guide



POSITIONING “101” SLIDES LANDING PAGE ENHANCEMENTS

The Top 7 Questions 
Office 365 Doesn’t Want 
You To Ask

If you’re considering Office 365, there are seven questions you 
need to ask. You’ll find the answers very illuminating.

Copyright © Intermedia.net, Inc • All rights reserved

CAll us                   EmAil us                         On ThE WEb

1.800.379.7729        sales@intermedia.net       intermedia.net

Discover your Office 365 alternate. Contact Intermedia at:

	   	  

	  

FOR MORE INFO, VISIT: CALL US EMAIL US 

intermedia.net/office365 +1.800.379.7729 Sales@intermedia.net 
	  

Office 365 subsidizes your migration costs.  
But how much does migration 
actually cost you?   

 
Office 365 is offering up to $40/mailbox to offset the cost of hiring a third-party consultant to 
perform your Exchange migration. Compare this to Intermedia’s ongoing offer of free 
Exchange migration, no third-party consultant required. What’s the better deal? 
 

   

Migration 
offer 

You get: 
A subsidy for hiring a third-party 
migration consultant. 
 
Promotional subsidy of up to $40/mailbox. 
This money is applied to offset a migration 
consultant’s fees. 

You get: 
Free migration. Period. 
 
 
Your migration is performed by our in-house 
Cloud Concierge team. By Microsoft’s math, 
this is at least a $40/mailbox value—without 
the headache of a third-party consultant.  

Migration 
cost 

You pay: 
The remaining consultant fees. 

You pay: 
Nothing. 

Time and 
labor cost 

You’ll spend time on: 
Performing your tasks in the 
migration project plan—PLUS: 
 
-‐ Identifying potential consultants 

-‐ Vetting each consultant 

-‐ Requesting proposals 

-‐ Reviewing proposals 

-‐ Internal selection process 

-‐ Contract negotiations 

-‐ Coordination between you, Microsoft and 
your vendor 

-‐ Fending off third-party upsells 

You’ll spend time on: 
Performing your tasks in the 
migration project plan. That’s it.  
 
 

 

(Continued on next page) 

Contact us for a demo of our Office in the CloudTM services.

CALL US                     EMAIL US                           ON THE WEB

+1.800.379.7729        sales@intermedia.net         Intermedia.net

Intermedia and the 
Office in the CloudTM

Intermedia is the largest provider of cloud-
based business applications for SMBs and 
the channels that serve them—as well as 
the world’s largest independent provider of 
hosted Exchange.

Learn how we enable our customers and 
partners with the most comprehensive suite 
of business-grade cloud services available—
backed by our famous worry-free experience.

THE BACKGROUND
Next time you think you hear angels singing, you should 
thank YouthCUE.

Based in San Antonio, YouthCUE fosters and grows 
student choirs across North America. With just 7 remote 
employees, YouthCUE helps close to 1,000 schools and 
churches get the resources they need to create such 
heavenly music.

YouthCUE recently launched an ambitious 5-year growth 
plan to add a few more people—and a lot more work. And 
this created an IT issue: because the person who was 
managing their IT infrastructure, Preston Edwards, also 
happened to be their Executive Director.

THE CHALLENGE
Edwards needed to reclaim the time that Exchange 
demanded for maintenance and upkeep. 

“I was personally managing our server in-house,” Edwards 
told us. “And while we were spending $400 a month, it was 
the INDIRECT cost that I was worried about. It fell to me to 
make backup plans, to worry about scalability and flexibility, 
and to stay up at night considering what I’d do if something 
went down. Managing all that was draining a lot of my 
creative energies.” 

THE SOLUTION
As an IT veteran, Edwards knew his answer lay in the cloud. 
And as an Executive Director, Edwards knew exactly what 
he was looking for in a cloud provider. When we spoke to 
him, he laid out the three criteria that led him to  
choose Intermedia:

•	 Criteria #1: Trustworthiness. “The fact that Intermedia 
took Exchange 2013 to market first was huge, because 
it shows a high level of competence,” Edwards told us. 

“What’s more, with other cloud providers, it was clear 
that Exchange wasn’t even their core business. That 
made me much less comfortable with them.”

•	 Criteria #2: Cost-effectiveness. “With Intermedia, we 
can easily match cost forecasts to our needs. As we 
look to our growth plan over the next five years, I can 
easily attribute a cost to getting all those  
people connected.”

•	 Criteria #3: Flexibility and scalability. “We’re a very 
small organization. But Intermedia allows us to utilize 
a full suite of features, whether we’ve got one user or 
we’ve got 1,000. And that’s huge for us. It doesn’t put 
any artificial boundaries on our growth.” 

The fact that Intermedia offered the very latest version of 
Microsoft Exchange was also very important. “In terms of 
feature sets, Exchange 2013 is a huge move forward—in a 
bunch of ways,” says Edwards. “We’re constantly on mobile 
devices, and OWA really helps us stay in touch.”

Hosted Exchange 2013 keeps 
YouthCUE focused on the music

Intermedia Case Study for Hosted Exchange 2013

Hosted Exchange 2013 Featuring:

Deploy Exchange 2013 from the cloud today. Get started:

CALL US                     EMAIL US                          ON THE WEB

+1.800.379.7729        sales@intermedia.net        intermedia.net/Exchange2013

SecuriSync by intermedia:  
Details on Security Features 

SecuriSync is intermedia’s business-grade file sync and share service. this 

collaboration service enables file and folder syncing across user devices, along 

with sharing features for distributing and syncing files both internally and 

externally.

as its name implies, SecuriSync provides an extremely high degree of security and 

protection. SecuriSync’s protection features let administrators:

•	 assure compliance with security best practices, including leveraging 
intermedia’s strong password policies

•	 utilize remote wipe capabilities in case of lost or stolen devices

•	 Keep content safe with at-rest and in-transit encryption

•	 assure reliability with a 99.999% financially backed uptime guarantee

•	 Leverage enterprise-grade datacenters with redundant storage clusters and 
connections to multiple internet providers

•	 Protect content integrity with features that guard against accidental deletion or 
version conflict

•	 Keep content in the right hands with permissions and access that are strictly 
controlled and easily amended

this paper provides detailed information about SecuriSync’s security features.

For more information:
caLL uS                     emaiL uS                          On the web

+1.800.379.7729        sales@intermedia.net        intermedia.net/SecuriSync
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Discover the security and control of Intermedia AppID.
Call us                 Email us                          On thE wEb

800.379.7729        sales@intermedia.net        intermedia.net

Intermedia AppID
scale your cloud without sacrificing control 
or security—by centralizing management and 
access for all your web apps. 

increase control with 
central management 

across your entire cloud

simplify access to web 
apps to make employees 

more productive

use appiD with any web 
app—including those 

you’ve developed yourself

Offer a single sign-on 
portal for all your 

web apps

as your organization embraces the cloud, the number of web 
apps in your it environment quickly adds up—and quickly 
overwhelms your ability to ensure security, manage costs and 
maintain control.

that’s why you need intermedia appiD. appiD’s single sign-On 
portal provides a single point of access to all the web apps an 
employee uses, regardless of provider—with just one password 
to remember.

this gives you central control over cloud-based web apps. You 
can manage which apps are visible and available to which users 
on their portals. 

the benefits of intermedia appiD 
Simplify the business cloud experience for users

•	 Eliminate the need to remember multiple passwords
•	 Eliminate the need to bookmark login pages
•	 Enable quick and easy access to all their business apps
•	 Keep users productive by eliminating the downtime 

caused by app switching

Reduce IT help desk calls
•	 Reduce the need to reset credentials or help users 

access their apps
•	 Provide simple access to web apps regardless of device 

or location
•	 Promote strong password policies

SecuriSync

SecuriSync by Intermedia
Cloud file sync and share that gives users simplicity and 
mobility—and gives your business control and protection.

SecuriSync is a business-grade file sync and share service. It enables intuitive collaboration and mobility while keeping company data 
secure and protected. Better still, SecuriSync is integrated with all your Office in the Cloud services—so there’s just one vendor, one bill, 
one control panel, and one source of support.

Sync content on  
every device

Share inside and 
outside of  

the company

Keep content  
secure and  
protected

Create IT efficiencies 
with central 

management

Avoid adding yet 
another vendor

Deploy SecuriSync today. Contact Intermedia at:
CAll uS                     EmAIl uS                          On ThE wEB

+1.800.379.7729        sales@intermedia.net        intermedia.net/SecuriSync

Cleveland Project
Shared by you with 3 collaborators

New York Project
Shared by you with 3 collaborators

Personnel Folder
Shared by Linda Cartney

2013 Sales Forecast.xlsx
6/19/13 last update

Will’s Personal Files

5 reasons why file 
servers are a relic of 
the past.

Copyright © Intermedia.net, Inc • All rights reserved

CALL US                   EMAIL US                         ON THE WEB

1.800.379.7729        sales@intermedia.net       intermedia.net/SecuriSync

Deploy SecuriSync today. Contact Intermedia at:

If your business is running a file server, you’re at risk. That’s 
because, as your collaboration and mobility needs evolve, a file 
server just can’t keep up. Here are five reasons why file servers 
slow down your business.
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A Buyer’s Guide for 

Hosted Microsoft Exchange Email 

Businesses that want to outsource Microsoft Exchange email 
have many options, including Microsoft itself through an Office 
365 subscription. Choosing Microsoft to host Exchange might 
seem like the lowest-risk option. But this is not always the 
case—especially for many small to medium sized businesses.

Before selecting Microsoft Office 365 for Exchange hosting, 
business leaders and IT administrators should carefully analyze 
the costs and limitations that may not be immediately apparent. 
This document lists relevant factors in choosing a hosted 
Microsoft Exchange email solution, whether from Microsoft 
Office 365 or a Microsoft hosting partner.

 

 

 

 

 

Business Risk
 
Downtime risk: Microsoft Service Level Agreements (SLAs) 
for Office 365 guarantee 99.9 percent uptime. This translates to 
almost 44 minutes of downtime per month, or 8.76 hours per 
year, without penalty or compensation. Other hosted Exchange 
partners offer better SLAs and uptime guarantees.

Migration risk: Microsoft does not help customers migrate to 
Office 365, nor does it certify third-party partners to perform the 
Exchange migration. This means the risk falls entirely on the 
business customer to manage all of the migration planning, 
costs, and third-party service vetting. Premium third-party 
hosted Exchange partners offer fully managed migration 
services at no additional cost.

Productivity risk: If an admin is having a problem, businesses 
need responsive support. Office 365 provides no phone support 
for small business plans, and limited phone support for midsize 
business plans. Even “critical needs” 24/7 support provided with 
Office 365 Enterprise plans can experience telephone hold times 
in excess of ten minutes. Leading third-party hosted Exchange 
email solutions offer highly responsive 24/7 support options with 
60 second or less hold time SLA for any type of support need.

Compliance Risk

Data location: Microsoft makes no guarantees about data 
residency (where data is stored) for Office 365. In fact, the Office 
365 privacy policy allows it to move customer data to any of its 
global datacenters without notification. This can be a problem for 
businesses concerned about data being stored in countries with 
unknown privacy and intellectual property laws. Many businesses 
prefer to work with a hosted Exchange provider who never lets 
customer data move outside the USA.

Regulatory compliance and archiving: Archiving is a critical 
component of many regulations. Office 365 eDiscovery and data 
protection services meet HIPAA BAA and FISMA requirements, as 
well as EU Model clauses. However, businesses seeking fully 
compliant email archiving capabilities where data is written once 
and stored in perpetuity – with no ability to delete or modify 
messages or attachments – are forced to use non-integrated 
third-party vendors. IT leaders prefer hosted Exchange providers 
who offer a fully compliant email archiving solution that is 
integrated into the administrative control panel.

Business Flexibility

Business growth: Office 365 has strict user limits for each 
subscription tier. Moving between levels requires a full cloud-to-
cloud migration, which forces IT administrators to manage the 
time, cost and complexity of moving to a ‘new’ cloud. Rapidly 
growing businesses may face multiple migrations within a short 
time span, reducing the benefit of the cloud deployment model. 
Many businesses opt to choose a hosted Exchange partner who 
does not put user limits on email plans.

Plan flexibility: Microsoft requires that the entire company use 
the same plan. In many cases, this forces a business to choose 
between satisfying the requirements of the most demanding 
users with a more expensive plan for       users    or choosing a 
lower-priced plan for all users that does not provide all the 
features needed by those demanding users. Many SMBs prefer 
a provider that offers the ability to mix-and-match plans and 
add-ons to ensure all users get the right solution.

Deployment model flexibility: With Office 365, everyone must 
use Exchange 2013. What’s more, most plans force businesses 
to ‘rent’ Office 2013 software for all users. This forces you to pay 
for Office 2013 software for all your users, even if they have a 
current version of Microsoft Office software or if they’re not ready 
to learn how to use the latest version of Office. Top third-party 
hosted Exchange partners support multiple versions of Exchange

all

Before you make a decision, be sure to consider your risk    including downtime,

migration, compliance, plan flexibility, functionality limitations, and more.

“Hosting Partners offer cloud email services based on 
Hosted Microsoft Exchange services to their subscribers. 
These Hosting Partners are responsible for managing 
the Hosted Microsoft Exchange service in their own 
data centers.”

The Radicati Group, "Hosted Microsoft Exchange - Market 
Quadrant 2013.

SALES COLLATERAL

MARCOMM & SALES ENABLEMENT
My team and I have created more than 500 content assets • I am personally 
responsible for training new hires in “Intermedia 101” to introduce them 
to our company, our products and our audiences • Nearly all marketing 
communications are reviewed by my team for quality and effectiveness

OLD COLLATERAL ARCHIVE

NEW SALES TOOLBOX

Sales people hated SharePoint, 
so they stored their files locally. 
This meant their files were always 
out of date. I architected and 
deployed a Sales Toolbox to 
speed asset discovery, improve 
conversion rates and solve 
versioning problems. My team 
continues to maintain and 
optimize this asset.

Intermedia’s  
Sales Toolbox

The Top 7 Questions 
Office 365 Doesn’t Want 
You To Ask

If you’re considering Office 365, there are seven questions you 
need to ask. You’ll find the answers very illuminating.

Copyright © Intermedia.net, Inc • All rights reserved
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Office 365 subsidizes your migration costs.  
But how much does migration 
actually cost you?   

 
Office 365 is offering up to $40/mailbox to offset the cost of hiring a third-party consultant to 
perform your Exchange migration. Compare this to Intermedia’s ongoing offer of free 
Exchange migration, no third-party consultant required. What’s the better deal? 
 

   

Migration 
offer 

You get: 
A subsidy for hiring a third-party 
migration consultant. 
 
Promotional subsidy of up to $40/mailbox. 
This money is applied to offset a migration 
consultant’s fees. 

You get: 
Free migration. Period. 
 
 
Your migration is performed by our in-house 
Cloud Concierge team. By Microsoft’s math, 
this is at least a $40/mailbox value—without 
the headache of a third-party consultant.  

Migration 
cost 

You pay: 
The remaining consultant fees. 

You pay: 
Nothing. 

Time and 
labor cost 

You’ll spend time on: 
Performing your tasks in the 
migration project plan—PLUS: 
 
-‐ Identifying potential consultants 

-‐ Vetting each consultant 

-‐ Requesting proposals 

-‐ Reviewing proposals 

-‐ Internal selection process 

-‐ Contract negotiations 

-‐ Coordination between you, Microsoft and 
your vendor 

-‐ Fending off third-party upsells 

You’ll spend time on: 
Performing your tasks in the 
migration project plan. That’s it.  
 
 

 

(Continued on next page) 

Contact us for a demo of our Office in the CloudTM services.

CALL US                     EMAIL US                           ON THE WEB

+1.800.379.7729        sales@intermedia.net         Intermedia.net

Intermedia and the 
Office in the CloudTM

Intermedia is the largest provider of cloud-
based business applications for SMBs and 
the channels that serve them—as well as 
the world’s largest independent provider of 
hosted Exchange.

Learn how we enable our customers and 
partners with the most comprehensive suite 
of business-grade cloud services available—
backed by our famous worry-free experience.

THE BACKGROUND
Next time you think you hear angels singing, you should 
thank YouthCUE.

Based in San Antonio, YouthCUE fosters and grows 
student choirs across North America. With just 7 remote 
employees, YouthCUE helps close to 1,000 schools and 
churches get the resources they need to create such 
heavenly music.

YouthCUE recently launched an ambitious 5-year growth 
plan to add a few more people—and a lot more work. And 
this created an IT issue: because the person who was 
managing their IT infrastructure, Preston Edwards, also 
happened to be their Executive Director.

THE CHALLENGE
Edwards needed to reclaim the time that Exchange 
demanded for maintenance and upkeep. 

“I was personally managing our server in-house,” Edwards 
told us. “And while we were spending $400 a month, it was 
the INDIRECT cost that I was worried about. It fell to me to 
make backup plans, to worry about scalability and flexibility, 
and to stay up at night considering what I’d do if something 
went down. Managing all that was draining a lot of my 
creative energies.” 

THE SOLUTION
As an IT veteran, Edwards knew his answer lay in the cloud. 
And as an Executive Director, Edwards knew exactly what 
he was looking for in a cloud provider. When we spoke to 
him, he laid out the three criteria that led him to  
choose Intermedia:

•	 Criteria #1: Trustworthiness. “The fact that Intermedia 
took Exchange 2013 to market first was huge, because 
it shows a high level of competence,” Edwards told us. 

“What’s more, with other cloud providers, it was clear 
that Exchange wasn’t even their core business. That 
made me much less comfortable with them.”

•	 Criteria #2: Cost-effectiveness. “With Intermedia, we 
can easily match cost forecasts to our needs. As we 
look to our growth plan over the next five years, I can 
easily attribute a cost to getting all those  
people connected.”

•	 Criteria #3: Flexibility and scalability. “We’re a very 
small organization. But Intermedia allows us to utilize 
a full suite of features, whether we’ve got one user or 
we’ve got 1,000. And that’s huge for us. It doesn’t put 
any artificial boundaries on our growth.” 

The fact that Intermedia offered the very latest version of 
Microsoft Exchange was also very important. “In terms of 
feature sets, Exchange 2013 is a huge move forward—in a 
bunch of ways,” says Edwards. “We’re constantly on mobile 
devices, and OWA really helps us stay in touch.”

Hosted Exchange 2013 keeps 
YouthCUE focused on the music

Intermedia Case Study for Hosted Exchange 2013

Hosted Exchange 2013 Featuring:

Deploy Exchange 2013 from the cloud today. Get started:

CALL US                     EMAIL US                          ON THE WEB

+1.800.379.7729        sales@intermedia.net        intermedia.net/Exchange2013

SecuriSync by intermedia:  
Details on Security Features 

SecuriSync is intermedia’s business-grade file sync and share service. this 

collaboration service enables file and folder syncing across user devices, along 

with sharing features for distributing and syncing files both internally and 

externally.

as its name implies, SecuriSync provides an extremely high degree of security and 

protection. SecuriSync’s protection features let administrators:

•	 assure compliance with security best practices, including leveraging 
intermedia’s strong password policies

•	 utilize remote wipe capabilities in case of lost or stolen devices

•	 Keep content safe with at-rest and in-transit encryption

•	 assure reliability with a 99.999% financially backed uptime guarantee

•	 Leverage enterprise-grade datacenters with redundant storage clusters and 
connections to multiple internet providers

•	 Protect content integrity with features that guard against accidental deletion or 
version conflict

•	 Keep content in the right hands with permissions and access that are strictly 
controlled and easily amended

this paper provides detailed information about SecuriSync’s security features.

For more information:
caLL uS                     emaiL uS                          On the web

+1.800.379.7729        sales@intermedia.net        intermedia.net/SecuriSync
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Discover the security and control of Intermedia AppID.
Call us                 Email us                          On thE wEb

800.379.7729        sales@intermedia.net        intermedia.net

Intermedia AppID
scale your cloud without sacrificing control 
or security—by centralizing management and 
access for all your web apps. 

increase control with 
central management 

across your entire cloud

simplify access to web 
apps to make employees 

more productive

use appiD with any web 
app—including those 

you’ve developed yourself

Offer a single sign-on 
portal for all your 

web apps

as your organization embraces the cloud, the number of web 
apps in your it environment quickly adds up—and quickly 
overwhelms your ability to ensure security, manage costs and 
maintain control.

that’s why you need intermedia appiD. appiD’s single sign-On 
portal provides a single point of access to all the web apps an 
employee uses, regardless of provider—with just one password 
to remember.

this gives you central control over cloud-based web apps. You 
can manage which apps are visible and available to which users 
on their portals. 

the benefits of intermedia appiD 
Simplify the business cloud experience for users

•	 Eliminate the need to remember multiple passwords
•	 Eliminate the need to bookmark login pages
•	 Enable quick and easy access to all their business apps
•	 Keep users productive by eliminating the downtime 

caused by app switching

Reduce IT help desk calls
•	 Reduce the need to reset credentials or help users 

access their apps
•	 Provide simple access to web apps regardless of device 

or location
•	 Promote strong password policies

SecuriSync

SecuriSync by Intermedia
Cloud file sync and share that gives users simplicity and 
mobility—and gives your business control and protection.

SecuriSync is a business-grade file sync and share service. It enables intuitive collaboration and mobility while keeping company data 
secure and protected. Better still, SecuriSync is integrated with all your Office in the Cloud services—so there’s just one vendor, one bill, 
one control panel, and one source of support.

Sync content on  
every device

Share inside and 
outside of  

the company

Keep content  
secure and  
protected

Create IT efficiencies 
with central 

management

Avoid adding yet 
another vendor

Deploy SecuriSync today. Contact Intermedia at:
CAll uS                     EmAIl uS                          On ThE wEB

+1.800.379.7729        sales@intermedia.net        intermedia.net/SecuriSync

Cleveland Project
Shared by you with 3 collaborators

New York Project
Shared by you with 3 collaborators

Personnel Folder
Shared by Linda Cartney

2013 Sales Forecast.xlsx
6/19/13 last update

Will’s Personal Files

5 reasons why file 
servers are a relic of 
the past.

Copyright © Intermedia.net, Inc • All rights reserved
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Deploy SecuriSync today. Contact Intermedia at:

If your business is running a file server, you’re at risk. That’s 
because, as your collaboration and mobility needs evolve, a file 
server just can’t keep up. Here are five reasons why file servers 
slow down your business.
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A Buyer’s Guide for 

Hosted Microsoft Exchange Email 

Businesses that want to outsource Microsoft Exchange email 
have many options, including Microsoft itself through an Office 
365 subscription. Choosing Microsoft to host Exchange might 
seem like the lowest-risk option. But this is not always the 
case—especially for many small to medium sized businesses.

Before selecting Microsoft Office 365 for Exchange hosting, 
business leaders and IT administrators should carefully analyze 
the costs and limitations that may not be immediately apparent. 
This document lists relevant factors in choosing a hosted 
Microsoft Exchange email solution, whether from Microsoft 
Office 365 or a Microsoft hosting partner.

 

 

 

 

 

Business Risk
 
Downtime risk: Microsoft Service Level Agreements (SLAs) 
for Office 365 guarantee 99.9 percent uptime. This translates to 
almost 44 minutes of downtime per month, or 8.76 hours per 
year, without penalty or compensation. Other hosted Exchange 
partners offer better SLAs and uptime guarantees.

Migration risk: Microsoft does not help customers migrate to 
Office 365, nor does it certify third-party partners to perform the 
Exchange migration. This means the risk falls entirely on the 
business customer to manage all of the migration planning, 
costs, and third-party service vetting. Premium third-party 
hosted Exchange partners offer fully managed migration 
services at no additional cost.

Productivity risk: If an admin is having a problem, businesses 
need responsive support. Office 365 provides no phone support 
for small business plans, and limited phone support for midsize 
business plans. Even “critical needs” 24/7 support provided with 
Office 365 Enterprise plans can experience telephone hold times 
in excess of ten minutes. Leading third-party hosted Exchange 
email solutions offer highly responsive 24/7 support options with 
60 second or less hold time SLA for any type of support need.

Compliance Risk

Data location: Microsoft makes no guarantees about data 
residency (where data is stored) for Office 365. In fact, the Office 
365 privacy policy allows it to move customer data to any of its 
global datacenters without notification. This can be a problem for 
businesses concerned about data being stored in countries with 
unknown privacy and intellectual property laws. Many businesses 
prefer to work with a hosted Exchange provider who never lets 
customer data move outside the USA.

Regulatory compliance and archiving: Archiving is a critical 
component of many regulations. Office 365 eDiscovery and data 
protection services meet HIPAA BAA and FISMA requirements, as 
well as EU Model clauses. However, businesses seeking fully 
compliant email archiving capabilities where data is written once 
and stored in perpetuity – with no ability to delete or modify 
messages or attachments – are forced to use non-integrated 
third-party vendors. IT leaders prefer hosted Exchange providers 
who offer a fully compliant email archiving solution that is 
integrated into the administrative control panel.

Business Flexibility

Business growth: Office 365 has strict user limits for each 
subscription tier. Moving between levels requires a full cloud-to-
cloud migration, which forces IT administrators to manage the 
time, cost and complexity of moving to a ‘new’ cloud. Rapidly 
growing businesses may face multiple migrations within a short 
time span, reducing the benefit of the cloud deployment model. 
Many businesses opt to choose a hosted Exchange partner who 
does not put user limits on email plans.

Plan flexibility: Microsoft requires that the entire company use 
the same plan. In many cases, this forces a business to choose 
between satisfying the requirements of the most demanding 
users with a more expensive plan for       users    or choosing a 
lower-priced plan for all users that does not provide all the 
features needed by those demanding users. Many SMBs prefer 
a provider that offers the ability to mix-and-match plans and 
add-ons to ensure all users get the right solution.

Deployment model flexibility: With Office 365, everyone must 
use Exchange 2013. What’s more, most plans force businesses 
to ‘rent’ Office 2013 software for all users. This forces you to pay 
for Office 2013 software for all your users, even if they have a 
current version of Microsoft Office software or if they’re not ready 
to learn how to use the latest version of Office. Top third-party 
hosted Exchange partners support multiple versions of Exchange

all

Before you make a decision, be sure to consider your risk    including downtime,

migration, compliance, plan flexibility, functionality limitations, and more.

“Hosting Partners offer cloud email services based on 
Hosted Microsoft Exchange services to their subscribers. 
These Hosting Partners are responsible for managing 
the Hosted Microsoft Exchange service in their own 
data centers.”

The Radicati Group, "Hosted Microsoft Exchange - Market 
Quadrant 2013.



BLOG, SEO AND SITE TRAFFIC
In late 2014, I took over responsibility for Intermedia’s neglected blogging and 
SEO programs • I increased the blogging cadence from <1 per month to ~120 
posts per year • For SEO, I refocused content efforts around driving “unbranded” 
traffic to capture visitors searching within our product category

Site traffic

450%
increase in monthly visitors to 

the blog since 2015

Site traffic

20%
increase in overall unbranded site 

traffic since 15Q1

Blogging cadence

1000%
increase in number of  

posts per month

Leads via SEO

60%
increase in organic MQLs (e.g. 
qualified leads via SEO efforts) 

since 15Q1

Mockup of topic hub Mockup of long-tail content item

For 2016, the content/SEO team is executing what we call “problem 
hubs”. These website sections are targeted specifically searches around 
“inciting incidents”  that drive product purchases. The goal is to attract 
and convert leads earlier in the sales cycle, BEFORE they’ve discovered 
our competitors.

“Problem hubs”: 
Next-gen SEO

ORIGINAL HOMEPAGE

2013 HOMEPAGE

2014 HOMEPAGE

2016 HOMEPAGE

2016 PRODUCT SECTION

ORIGINAL PRODUCT SECTION

2013 REDESIGN

2014 REDESIGN

ONLINE MARKETING
Highlights include: In 2013, I drove a front-end refresh of the site • In 2014, I 
drove a complete top-to-bottom site migration—including design, front-end, 
back-end and content • Changed team culture to break down silos • Instilled a 
culture of A/B testing and data-driven design • In 2016, we’ve already rebuilt 
four major site sections 

Site leads

125%
increase in MQLs from the 
website, YoY 2016 vs. 2015



PR AND COMMUNICATIONS
Took over PR strategy and execution in 14Q1 • Aligned a siloed, neglected 
activity much more closely to sales and marketing • Managed two successful 
agency transitions in two years • Integrated thought leadership efforts with 
broader marketing initiatives • Created internal culture of leveraging PR hits for 
sales and demand-gen purposes

VIDEO MARKETING
Highlights include: Wrote and produced corporate overview video with $100K 
budget • Wrote and produced 4 high-budget case study videos • Wrote and 
produced numerous campaign and product videos • Interviewed customers and 
oversaw production for 70+ customer testimonial videos

Video engagement

50%
YoY increase in Youtube 

views (2015 vs. 2014)



WORK FOR
OTHER TECH BRANDS

VMWARE: SMB FLASH VIRTUALIZATION PRIMER
VMWare’s products are extremely difficult for non-technical decision-makers to 
comprehend. This animation translates the features and benefits of virtualization 
into language that the target market can easily understand and appreciate. 
Watch it at mmmmdave.com/vmware.swf.

STILL FROM FLASH MOVIE

STILLS FROM FLASH MOVIE

STILL FROM FLASH MOVIE



MICROSOFT: AGILITY NOW
My partner and I were tasked to communicate the highest-level benefits of 
Microsoft’s B2B IT offerings, while simultaneously spotlighting the vast breadth 
of its product groups. Our solution alluded to the familiar Windows-like menu 
interface to suggest product depth (and create a direct tie-in to the landing 
page design, where this visual motif became interactive).

Because you want  four loaders, 

two forklifts, one supervisor, 

twelve hundred boxes, and 

two semis to converge on 

this exact point at exactly  

the same time.

 AGILITY NOW for your IT infrastructure

� System Center

�  Operations  
Manager 2005

� Branch Manager

�  Systems  
Management Server

SIMPLICITY NOW SECURITY NOW RELIABILITY NOW SCALABILITY NOW AVAILABILITY NOW FLEXIBILITY NOW

Microsoft.com/AvailabilityNow

PRINT AD

Because you want  line workers 

to fully utilize your 

manufacturing secrets  

and your competitors  

to forever wonder  

how you do it.

 AGILITY NOW for your IT infrastructure

� System Center

�  Operations  
Manager 2005

�  Internet Security and 
Acceleration Server

� Branch Office

SIMPLICITY NOW SECURITY NOW RELIABILITY NOW SCALABILITY NOW AVAILABILITY NOW FLEXIBILITY NOW

Microsoft.com/SecurityNow

PRINT AD

Because you want  your business  

to be constrained by the  

immutable laws of  

physics and nothing less.

Microsoft.com/AgilityNow

 AGILITY NOW for your IT infrastructure SIMPLICITY NOW SECURITY NOW RELIABILITY NOW SCALABILITY NOW AVAILABILITY NOW FLEXIBILITY NOW

PRINT AD

AVAYA CONTACT CENTER DEMAND GEN
This demand-gen campaign for Avaya’s Contact Center solutions included 
emails, landing pages, and thank-you pages for both enterprise and midsize 
prospects across three different phases of the buying cycle. 

Enterprise target • Awareness phase
Email > Landing page > Thank-you page

Not around your 
infrastructure.

Design your contact center 
around your customers.

Or by technical 
limitations?

Picture yourself designing your contact 
center to meet your business needs. 
Learn how by downloading this free eBook.

© 2011 Avaya Inc. All rights reserved. Unless otherwise noted, all trademarks identified by the ®, ™, or SM are registered trademarks, 
trademarks, or service marks respectively, of Avaya Inc.

Terms of Use  |  Privacy Statement

By providing us with your email address and/or work phone and clicking 
the button above, you grant Avaya and/or Avaya partners permission to 
contact you. Your privacy is important to us. Please see the link below to 
our privacy policy.

* Required Field

Complete the form below to receive the Contact Center 
Consumer Preference: Solutions for Balancing Business 
Objectives Against Customer Demands
.Is your contact center 

driven by customer needs?

SUBMIT

Or by technical 
limitations?

Picture yourself designing your contact 
center to meet your business needs. 
Learn how by downloading this free eBook.

© 2011 Avaya Inc. All rights reserved. Unless otherwise noted, all trademarks identified by the ®, ™, or SM are registered trademarks, 
trademarks, or service marks respectively, of Avaya Inc.

Terms of Use  |  Privacy Statement

Download Now

Thank you for completing the form. To 
download your free eBook, click here:

Contact Center Consumer Preference: Solutions for 
Balancing Business Objectives Against Customer Demands

Once you’ve read it, call (855) 428-2922 to discuss building a 
contact center that meets your business goals. We look forward 
to hearing from you.

Is your contact center 
driven by customer needs?

Midsize target • Interest phase
Email > Landing page > Thank-you page

Dear [Name],

You put yourself in your customers’ shoes every single day. 

Avaya may be the only contact center provider who does the same thing.

That’s why we help you deliver the full-featured multi-channel customer experience your 
customers expect—no matter your size. This includes:

•  Bundled pricing so you can purchase advanced agent capabilities only for agents 
who need them.who need them.

•  Solutions that grow with your business, maintaining the investment you’ve 
already made. 

•  Powerful development tools, out-of-the-box applications, and wizards for agent 
and routing rules that reduce your need for additional software development.

A great experience. An ideal price. A lasting investment.
Customers know when a contact center is built around budget, instead of vision. Customers know when a contact center is built around budget, instead of vision. We put 
your vision first. (Which is another way of saying that your customers are our biggest 
concern, too.)

To learn more, read about The Avaya Aura™ Contact Center Suite for Midsize 
Enterprise.

The Avaya Team
(855) 428-2922 

Picture yourself with a contact center vendor who cares 
as much about your customers as you do.

Download Now

Read about Avaya AuraTM 
Contact Center Suite for 
Midsize Enterprise.

Discover customer-focused 
solutions for customer-
centric companies.So are we.

You’re obsessed with 
customer experience.

Without a big budget.

Picture yourself with an affordable contact 
center that fully realizes your vision. Learn 
more with this free download.

Deliver a big experience.

© 2012 Avaya Inc. All rights reserved. Unless otherwise noted, all trademarks identified by the ®, ™, or SM are registered trademarks, 
trademarks, or service marks respectively, of Avaya Inc.

Terms of Use  |  Privacy Statement

By providing us with your email address and/or work phone and clicking 
the button above, you grant Avaya and/or Avaya partners permission to 
contact you. Your privacy is important to us. Please see the link below to 
our privacy policy.

* Required Field

Complete the form below to download more information about 
Avaya AuraTM Contact Center Suite for Midsize Enterprise.

SUBMIT

Without a big budget.

Picture yourself with an affordable contact 
center that fully realizes your vision. Learn 
more with this free download.

Deliver a big experience.

© 2012 Avaya Inc. All rights reserved. Unless otherwise noted, all trademarks identified by the ®, ™, or SM are registered trademarks, 
trademarks, or service marks respectively, of Avaya Inc.

Terms of Use  |  Privacy Statement

Download Now

Thank you for requesting information 
about Avaya AuraTM Contact Center 
Suite for Midsize Enterprise.

Once you’ve read it, call (855) 428-2922 to discuss building a 
contact center that meets your business objectives. We look 
forward to hearing from you.



SAP FOR GOVERNANCE, RISK, AND COMPLIANCE SOLUTIONS

SAP: BUSINESS OBJECTS EXPLORER VIDEOS
A recurring theme of my career is endowing complex offerings with simplicity 
and character. For SAP’s BusinessObjects, I used humor and visual metaphor 
to explain how this complicated enterprise-scale product impacted each 
department in a global business. 

SAP FOR SALES AND MARKETING

SAP FOR ENTERPRISE PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS (2)

SAP FOR I.T.

SAP FOR FINANCE

SAP FOR ENTERPRISE PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

BROCADE: ETHERNET FABRIC PRINT ADS
Most big companies are virtualizing their servers and storage. But the benefits of 
virtualization are choked by the legacy network. These ads show how Brocade’s 
networking hardware enable virtualized solutions to reach their full potential.

© 2011 Brocade Communications Systems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

While others are just launching, Brocade has already 
deployed hundreds of Ethernet fabric solutions. We’re 
enabling and evolving the world’s most advanced cloud-
optimized networks—right now.

Billions of transactions pass through our self-forming 
fabrics every day, even as Network Architects seamlessly 
deploy new switches, migrate virtual machines, and 
reconfigure their networks on the fly. In fact, two-thirds 
of the world’s Internet traffic runs on Brocade networks. 
Across the world, Brocade® Ethernet fabrics help 
virtualized enterprises transcend the constraints of  
their legacy networks.

When experience is critical, the network is Brocade.
Learn more at Brocade.com/Everywhere

Brocade makes networks that scale at will.

© 2011 Brocade Communications Systems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

The promise of a virtualized enterprise squeezes against 
the constraints of your legacy network. So how do you 
catalyze network scalability without driving costs?

Brocade is the only networking provider that’s already 
deployed hundreds of Ethernet fabric solutions. As the 
leader in cloud-optimized networking, Brocade enables 
data center-class availability and reliability at the edges of  
the network. There’s a reason 90% of the Global 1000 relies 
on Brocade networking fabrics: because an enterprise 
isn’t virtualized until the network is the data center.

When experience is critical, the network is Brocade.
Learn more at Brocade.com/Everywhere

Brocade makes edges perform like centers.

© 2011 Brocade Communications Systems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

The best-laid plans for campus networks often go awry for 
one reason: employees suddenly demand services that you 
could never have anticipated.

These days, employees expect the entire campus network 
to perform as reliably as their living room routers. Never 
mind that it’s exponentially more complex to deliver that 
experience on campus—you’re now expected to extend the 
data center to every location and every device, no matter 
what your budget looks like. So turn to Brocade. With 
self-configuring networks and a single logical chassis for 
management, Brocade lets you build a campus network that 
effortlessly scales and evolves as fast as your employees 
buy new devices.

When the mission is critical, the network is Brocade.
Learn more at Brocade.com/Everywhere

Brocade campus networks effortlessly 
shift to whatever’s next.



EXTRACURRICULAR
CREATIVITY

AUTHOR OF “DELIRIOUS DELHI”
Arcade Publishing and HarperCollins India published my humorous travel 
memoir, Delirious Delhi. The New York Times Magazine called it the “fullest, most 
vivid portrait of a city in years.” (This is my second book, although it’s the first 
under my own name.)



WEDDING INVITATION
A traditional wedding invitation was not for my wife and I. Here’s what we sent 
out instead. (Everyone loved it, except my grandfather, who thought it was junk 
mail and tossed it unread.)

YOU’RE INVITEDto Jenny and Dave’s wedding
WESTCHESTER, NEW YORK www.unclestu.com/wedding APRIL 17, 2005Pragnuts

Dalvin and Steeves

Davebert
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Love is ... Dave and Jenny
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Garfjenny

A DISTANT SPECK GROWS STEADILY 
 THROUGH THE FOG OF LONDON-TOWN, 

AND SOON TWO FIGURES 
APPEAR: OUR HEROES, 

PRINCE DAVE VALIANT 
AND PRINCESS  JENNY OF 

STEEVES, ON THE BACK 
OF THEIR LOYAL STEED. 

THEIR DESTINATION: 
THE FIFEREY OF NEÜUH 

JYUÓORK, THEIR NEW 
REALM TO RULE. 

THEY WILL BE BENEVOLENT MONARCHS – PRINCE DAVE 
WILL SLAY DRAGONS; PRINCESS JENNY WILL FEED 
STARVING PEASANTS WITH CAKE.

Our Story:

ACROSS THE NARROWS THEY RIDE.  DISTANT SOUNDS OF REVELRY GROW IN THEIR EARS; IT IS A FEAST, A CELEBRATION FIT FOR A 
KING.  FOR THEM.  THE PEOPLE OF 

BURÔEEUHKKLYN CELEBRATE 
THEIR ARRIVAL.

NEXT: THE DRUNKEN SCOTSMAN Family Circus

The Far Steeves
Your presence is requested by

Jennifer Steeves
and 

David Scott Prager

as we exchange vows of love

on Sunday, April seventeenth

Two thousand and five

at two o’clock in the afternoon

Maison Lafitte

25 Studio Hill Road

in the city of Briarcliff Manor

Westchester County, New York

Dinner and dancing to follow

Please RVSP by April second at www.unclestu.com/wedding

or call Jenny (347) 678-8977 or Dave (646) 528-6886

For directions, meal choices, hotel information, and more, 

visit www.unclestu.com/wedding.

Jewish Dinosaur Weddings

YOU’RE INVITED
WESTCHESTER, 
NEW YORK

APRIL 17, 2005

***ADVERTISEME
NT***

YEARLY HOLIDAY CARDS
Every year, my wife and I try to make the holidays more interesting.

HOLIDAY SERIES

THIS SEAL IS
YOUR ASSURANCE THAT

GEUIENELY HOPES  
YOUR HOLIDAYS

 ARE HAPPY.
DAVE, ALSO

Steevetendo

Steevetendo

SUPER

DAVE and JENNY
HOLIDAY GREETINGS

MEET
THEPRAGERS!
The First Holiday Card by America’s Fab New Foursome



PHOTOGRAPHY
I may be a writer, but I like to think I have an eye for art.


